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'Landmarks is not so much concerned with reprising any decorative or "what-ho" 
tradition of intrepid literary adventurers, but rather with the urgent - as opposed 

to nostalgic - need to re-engage Britain's largely metropolitan population with 
the ll!arvellously specific and intricate habitats that continue to be smashed by 
industrialization, population growth and sprawl ... He forces us to confront 

what is a crucial underlying concept in the new self-reflexive resurgence of nature 
writing in the UK: "species shame". Ultimately, what Macfarlane leads us towards 

in Landmarks is a honing of our ability to see and understand what is still there, 
but always vanishing' Gregory Day, Sydney ReYiew of Books 

'The admirer of precision prose in others, Macfarlane 's own writing has true 
"ammil" - the sparkle of sunlight in frost. If a more profound book o_n nature 

appears this year, I will eat dottle. (Don't ask)' John Lewis-Stempel, Country.file 

'There is a density in Macfarlane 's prose, never flash and immensely precise, that 
is beautifully aligned with his material and ... recalls the sparse style of Cormac 

McCarthy' New Zealand Metro 

'His writing is addictive, but also functions as a gateway drug to other 
writers ... While Landmarks is a celebration and defence of language, it is also a 
shield and lance raised by a champion of the land. Its moral thrust is explicit in a 
way that had hitherto only been implied in Macfarlane 's previous books, but it is 

part of a strong tendency in his work' Peter Ross, Scottish Review of Books 

'Impressive, fascinating. Macfarlane performs a miracle of resurrection' 
Daily Mail 

'Joyous treasure troves of curiosity ... Macfarlane remains without equal. 
An elegant, insightful and deeply humane book' The Lady 

'Beautifully crafted reflections on the experience of establishing and 
enjoying contact with the earth, with another human being, and with one's 
own language ... Mind-expanding glossaries accompanying each chapter. 

Together they comprise a wondrous word-hoard' 
Laurence Coupe, Times Higher Educational Supplement 

'A concentrated trove of precious expressions, drawn together by a master 
narrator ... Readers of landscape will love it. Writers of landscape will 

treasure it' Trail 
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Where lies your landmark, seamark, or souls star? 

Gerard Manley Hopkins (1886) 

Scholars, I plead with you, 

Where are your dictionaries of the wind, the grasses? 

Norman MacCaig (1983) 
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The Word-Hoard 

This is a book about the power of language - strong style, single 

words - to shape our sense of place. It is a field guide t? literature I 

love, and it is a word-hoard of the astonishing lexis for landscape 

that exists in the comprision of islands, rivers, strands, fells, lochs, 

cities, towns, corries, hedgerows, fields and edgelands uneasily 

known as Britain and Ireland. The ten following chapters explore 

writing so fierce in its focus that it can change the vision of its read

ers for good, in both senses. Their nine glossaries gather thousands 

of words from dozens of languages and dialects for specific aspects 

of landscape, nature and weather. The writers collected here come 

from Essex to the Cairngorms, Connemara to Northumbria and 

Suffolk to Surbiton. The words collected here come from Unst to 

the Lizard, from Pembrokeshire to Norfolk; from Norn and Old 

English, Anglo-Romani, Cornish, Welsh, Irish, Gaelic, the Orca

dian, Shetlandic and Doric dialects of Scots, and numerous regional 

versions of English, through to the last vestiges of living Norman 

still spoken on the Channel Islands. 

Landmarks has been years in the making. For as long as I can 

remember, I have been drawn to the work of writers who use words 

exactly and exactingly when describing landscape and natural life. 

'The hardest thing of all to see is what is really there,' wrote J. A. 

Baker in The Peregrine (1967), a book that brilliantly shows how such 
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kynance gorge Cornish

lairig gap or pass between hills Gaelic

mam mountain pass Irish

nick gap in the hills through which weather comes 
Yorkshire 

peithir crooked valley or ravine (literally 'lightning 
bolt') Gaelic 

pingo circular depression, often water-filled, thought 
to be the remains of a collapsed mound formed 
under permafrost conditions during an earlier 
periglacial period geological

porth pass Cornish

sgriodan stony ravine on a mountainside Gaelic

slack small shallow dell or valley northern England, 

Scotland 

slidder trench or hollow running down a hill; a steep 
slope northern England, Scotland

swtre hollow near the summit of a mountain or hill; 
gentle depression between two hills northern 

England, Scotland 

taca very steep slope, close to precipice Gaelic 

yett low pass in hills (literally 'gate') Shetland 
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The Woods and the Water 

Roger Deakin was a water-man. He lived for most of his life in a 
timber-framed Suffolk farmhouse with its own spring-fed moat, the 
arms of which extended around the house such that it was, in Roger's 
phrase, 'part-islanded'. The moat was connected to a cattle pond that 
jutted out into the largest grazing common in Suffolk, and that pond 
was one of twenty-four set around the common, each linked to each 
by an ancient labyrinth of tunnels and drains. We think of an archi
pelago as a scatter of land existing within water, but Roger lived on 
an inverse archipelago - a scatter of water existing within land. Mel
lis Common itself, when the wind blew in summer, appeared to him 
like 'a great inland sea of rippling grasses', so that 'although the sea 
itself is twenty-five miles due east at Walberswick', he could 'still 
enjoy some of the pleasures of living beside it'. 

Roger was a film-maker, environmentalist and writer who is best 
known for his trilogy of books about nature and adventure: Waterlog
(1999), Wildwood (2007) and Notes from Walnut Tree Farm (2008). 
His work can be located at the convergence·point of three English 
traditions of rural writing: that of dissent tending to civil disobedi
ence (William Cobbett, Colin Ward); that of labour on the land 
(Thomas Bewick, John Stewart Collis, Clare Leighton); and that of 
the gentle countryman or the country gentleman, of writer as scru
pulous watcher and phenologist ( Gilbert White, Richard Mabey, 
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Ronald Blythe). Roger travelled widely, but always returned to his 
farmhouse and the twelve acres of meadow and hedgerow that sur
rounded it. This was his fixed point, where one foot of his compass 
was planted, while the other roved and circled. 

Wa1nut Tree Farm was first raised in the Elizabethan era, ruined 
when Roger found it in 1969, and then rebuilt by him according to 
an East Anglian method of timber-framing whereby the frame 'sit[s] 
lightly on the sea of shifting Suffolk clay like an upturned boat'. At 
the back of the house was an old claw-footed iron bathtub he had 
salvaged from a skip or auction yard (he foraged avidly; he cherished 
used objects that wore their histories as patina; he disliked waste). 
On hot summer days, Roger would snake out twenty metres of 
water-filled hosepipe onto the ground near the bath, leave the pipe 
to lounge for hours in the sun like a lazy python, then run that 
solar-heated water into the outdoor bath for an al fresco wallow. The 
bath was his tepidarium; a cooling plunge into the moat usually fol
lowed. Out of the bath, across the grass, between the two apple trees, 
round the big willow to where he had staked a ladder to the moat's 
bank, three steps into the·water, and then softly down among the 
weed and the ducks and the ramshorn snails for a few lengths of 
breaststroke or crawl. 

'It's extraordinary what you see in an English moat,' said Roger 
once. Water was to him a visionary substance. It was homoeopathic, 
it was cheering, it was beautiful in its flex and flow - and it was 
lensatic. Prepositions matter again here: we might say that Roger 
Deakin thought not just about water, he thought in _water or with

water. His imagination was watery not in the sense of dilute, but in 
the senses of ductile, mobile, lucid, reflective. Open water offered a 
glass into which one peered to see local miracle and revelation (and 
not - for Roger was no Narcissus - oneself ). 'All water,' he wrote 
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in a notebook, 'river, sea, pond, lake, holds memory and the space 
to think.' 

It was while doing lengths in his moat during a rainstorm that the 
idea came to Roger for a swimmer's journey around Britain - no, 
not around Britain, through Britain, via its lakes and rivers - the 
account of which was subsequently published as Waterlog. For a year 
Roger swam in some of the iconic waters of the country (Dancing 
Ledge on the Dorset coast; the tidal rips off the Isle of Jura; the 
clear-running trout streams of Hampshire), as well as less predict
able places ( the estuary of the Fowey in Cornwall; the mud-�hannels 
that wriggle through the East Anglian salt marshes). That journey 
gave Roger, and in turn its hundreds of thousands of readers, a 
magically defamiliarizi�g 'frog's-eye view' of the country: a world 
seen freshly from water level. It is a witty, lyrical, wise travelogue 
that sketches a people 's history of open-water swimming in Britain 
and offers a defence of the open water that remains, and an elegy for 
that which has gone (culverted, privatized, polluted). 

Waterlog quickly became an exceptionally influential book. Influ

ence is itself a watery word: the Oxford English Dictionary gives us 
as its first definition: '1. The action or fact of flowing in; inflowing, 
inflow, influx, said of the action of water and other fluids, and of 
immaterial things conceived of as flowing in.' The affective sense of 
influence, the notion of being influenced by another person or prop
erty, is also aquatic in its connotations: '3. The inflowing, immission, 
or infusion (into a person or thing) of any kind of . . .  secret power 
or principle; that which thus flows in or is infused.' 

I know of few other writers whose influence has been as strong 
as Roger's, in the sense of 'infusing' itself into people, of possessing 
a 'secret power' to 'flow' into and change them. You finish reading 
Waterlog invigorated, and with a profoundly altered relationship to 
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water. It is a hook which leaves you, as Heathcote Williams nicely 

punned, with 'a spring in your step'. Despite its deep Englishness, it 

has won admirers internationally, and been translated into languages 

as various as Italian, Korean and Japanese. In the two years after its 

first publication, Roger would typically receive three or four letters 

or telephone calls each day from readers seeking to make contact 

and tell him their own swimming stories, or share their swimming 

spots. The hook prompted a revival of the lido culture in Britain, as 

well as of outdoor swimming more widely. It led to the founding of 

a wild-swimming company, and the emergence of 'wild swimming' 

as a cliche, appearing in the title of numerous hooks and the 

straplines of countless newspaper articles (a trend Roger held in sus

picion during its early stages as the corporatization of a dissident and 

self-willed act). 

Certainly, Roger influenced my behaviour. After reading Water

log, and coming to he friends with Roger, I ceased to see open water 

as something chiefly to he driven around, flown over or stopped at 

the brink of. It became, rather, a realm to he entered and explored. 

Britain seemed newly permeable and excitingly deepened: every lake 

or loch or lough or llyn a bathing pool, each river a journey, each 

tide a free ride. Swimming came to involve not chlorine, turnstiles 

and verrucas, hut passing through great geological portals (Durdle 

Door in Dorset), floating over drowned towns (Dunwich) or spe

lunking into long sea caves that drilled way hack into sea cliffs, as I 

did off the Llyn Peninsula in north Wales, swimming alone down a 

tidal tunnel-cave and discovering at the hack of that long chamber 

of mudstone a vast white boulder, a ton or more in weight, shaped 

roughly like a throne, the presence of which I cannot explain and 

whose existence I have not since returned to verify. 

In May 2004 I was in Sutherland, in the far north-west of 
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Scotland, on a cold and rainy late-spring day. I was travelling alone 

at that time, pursuing my own journeys into the landscapes of Brit

ain for other reasons, hut under the influence of Waterlog. A few 

days earlier I had climbed the camel-humped mountain of Suilven, 

and from its summit had looked south-east to a sprawling loch called 

Sionascaig. Its water was speckled with micro-islands, and shone 

silver-blue in the sun. From an altitude of nearly 2,400 feet and a 

distance of several miles, it looked fabulously inviting and full of 

adventure. 

In actuality, it was less accommodating. I parked near the loch and 

battled down through wet moor grass and tick-thick birch trees to 

the shore, and then swam out in bitingly cold water to the nearest 

island, a humpback of gm�iss with a rock-garden of heathers. 1· 

explored the island briefly, found it to he uninteresting, and swam 

hack to shore. The midges came up in clouds as I tried to change into 

warm clothes on the sharp-pebbled beach, so I gathered my trousers 

and jumper and retreated in my trunks, shivering and bitten, hack to 

the road. I was approaching my car, where a flask of hot tea was 

waiting on the froht seat, when another vehicle came into view over 

the hill. Its driver stopped beside me, wound down her window and 

turned off her radio. 

'You've been swimming, haven't you?' she said. 

Dripping wet, dressed only in my trunks, clutching my clothes, I 

could not deny it. 

'A hit early in the year, isn't it?' 

Goose-humped, flinching in the wind, I could not deny that 

either. 

'Midges are had today, aren't they?' 

At this point my patience for rhetorical questions expired, so I 

briefly explained that a friend of mine had written a hook about wild 
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swimming and as a result I couldn't keep out of the :water, and so if 
she would excuse me? She gave a surprised smile, reached down and 
picked up the audiotape of Waterlog, to which she had been listening 
as she drove that lonely road on that grey day past that remote loch. 
It was a memorable meeting of influences - a point at which water 
came together with other water. 

Roger and I first encountered one another in late 2002, and were 
friends until his death in the summer of 2006. In that short time a 
friendship grew up between us that was in part paternal-filial in its 
nature, but more significantly comprising shared passions (land
scape, literature, nature, exploration) with regard to which the thirty 
years between us in age seemed irrelevant. We visited each other 
often, corresponded by letter and email, travelled together in Ireland 
and the south-west of England, and Roger became unofficial god
parent to my daughter Lily, for whose first visit to Walnut Tree Farm 
he raked into being a circular maze made of yellow mulberry leaves. 
Roger once wrote that he wanted his friendships to grow 'like 
weeds ... spontaneous and unstoppable ', and for me at least it was 
a weedy friendship in that sense. 

Roger once came to Cambridge, where I teach, to give an invited 
seminar to the assembled modern literature experts and graduate 
students of my faculty, in a high room at King's College on whose 
walls Virginia Woolf had once doodled murals and graffiti. Roger's 
chosen theme was water in literature -and the subject ran through 
his fingers. He sat at the_polished table, ruffied his papers, hesitated, 
murmured, then moved too quickly from John Keats to Wallace 
Stevens to Woolf to Ted Hughes. I stared dedicatedly at my shoes, 
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embarrassed that my friend was failing to perform in front of my 
academic peers. 

It was only later that I realized it wasn't a failure to perform, but 
a refusal to conform. Cambridge seminars expect rigour and logic 
from their speakers: a braced subtlety of exposition and explanation, 
tested proofs of cause and consequence. But water doesn't do rigour 
in that sense, and neither did Roger, though his writing was often 
magnificently precise in its poetry (precision being, to my mind, pref
erable to rigour -the former being exhilaratingly exact and the latter 
grimly exacting). For Roger, water flowed fast and wildly through 
culture: it was protean, it was 'slip-shape' -to borrow Alice Oswald's 
portmanteau from her river poem, Dart - and so that was how he 
followed it, slipshod and shipshape at once, moving from a word here 
to an idea there, pursuing water's influences, too fast for his notes or 
audience to keep up with, joining his archipelago of watery subjects 
by means of an invisible network of tunnels and drains. 

Waterlog also possesses this covertly connected quality, this slip
shapeness. It feels spontaneous, written as if spoken - but as the 
dozens of closely annotated drafts of the book reveal, it was in 
fact densely contrived in its pattern-makings and metaphors. In 
one chapter, Roger explored the Rhinogs, a small and wild 
mountain-group in north Wales: 

Searching the map, I had seen some promising upland streams, a 

waterfall, and a tarn, so I hiked off uphill through the bracken. 

There is so much of it in the Rhinogs that the sheep all carry it 

around on their coats like camouflaged soldiers. I watched a ewe 

standing between two rocks the shape of goats' cheeses. They were 

just far enough apart to allow the animal in, and I began to under

stand the relationship Henry Moore perceived between sheep 
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and stones. He saw sheep as animate stones, the makers of their 

own landscape. By grazing the moors and mountains they keep the 

contours - the light and shade - clear, sharp and well-defined, 

like balding picture-restorers constantly at work on every detail. 

The black oblongs of their pupils set deep in eyes the colour and 

texture of frog skin are like the enormous slate coffin-baths you see 

in the farmyards here; seven-foot slabs of slate hollowed into baths. 

Sheep like soldiers, sheep like picture-restorers, sheep like stones, 
stones like cheeses, sheep's eyes like frog skin, sheep's pupils like 
slate baths - this joyful promiscuity of comparison, this sprawl of 
simile, is characteristic of Roger's prose. The finding of 'likeness' 

· was a function of his generosity and his immense curiosity; it was
also a literary expression of the idea that, as John Muir put it; 'when
we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to the whole
world'. Roger loved language for its capacity to connect and relate,
and as he swam through Britain he collected some of the wondrous
words that ran through its waterways:

dook (noun, Scots)- a swim in open water 

gull (verb, East Anglian)- to sweep away by force of running water 

tarn ( noun, Cumbrian/ northern English) - an upland pool or small 

lake 

winterburna (noun, Old English) - an intermittent or ephemeral 

stream, dry in the summer and running in the winter 

bumbel ( verb, Shetlandic) - to flounder around in water 
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Waterlog, unlike much that gets labelled as nature writing, is very 
funny. There is plenty ofbumbelling in it. Roger's gently subversive 
sense of humour recalls that of Kenneth Grahame, Jerome K. Jerome 
and A. A. Milne: all of them, in their ways, water-men and river-rats. 
In one chapter, Roger decides to swim up the estuary of the River 
Erne in Cornwall. He discovers that by catching the incoming tide 
in the estuary mouth, he will be carried rapidly upstream: 

I threw myself in and ... felt the incoming tide lock onto my legs, 

and thrust me in towards the distant woods along the shore. Each 

time a frond of sea-lettuce lightly brushed me, or glued itself around 

my arms, I thought it was a jellyfish, and flinched. But I soon grew 

used to it; seaweed all around me, sliding down each new wave to 

drape itself about me. I kept on swimming until I practically dis

solved, jostled from behind by the swell. Then, as the tide rose 

higher, the sandy estuary beach came into focus. The woods reached 

right over the water, and began accelerating past me. I found I was 

moving at exhilarating speed, in big striding strokes, like a fell-runner 

on the downhill ,ap. It was like dream swimming, going so effort

lessly fast, and feeling locked in by the current, with no obvious 

means of e�cape. I was borne along faster and faster as the rising tide 

approached the funnel of the river's mouth until it shot me into a 

muddy, steep-sided mooring channel by some old stone limekilns on 

the beach. I had to strike out with all my strength to escape the flood 

and reach the eddy in the shallows. I swam back up to the limekilns 

and crawled out onto the beach like a turtle. 

Much of the magic of Waterlog is apparent here: the adventure, the 
unostentatious bravery, the sense of life as a game with joy as its 
gain, a pleasure at moving with the world and being swept along by 
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its rhythms rather than sweeping it along with ours - and the soft 

bathos of that final image. He crawls out onto the beach 'like a tur

tle ', which is at once comic and true, fo; he has been transformed 

by the water, much as Wart - the hero of T. H. White 's The Sword

in the Stone - magicked by Merlyn, dives into a river and becomes a 

trout as soon as he breaks the surface. Roger felt himself at various 

times in the course of his swimming journeys to have become part 

otter; part fish, part turtle: a compound being, a merman, some of 

his humanity 'dissolved' away and replaced with the creaturely. 

Metempsychosis, metamorphosis: these were ideas to which Roger 

and I found ourselves returning in conversation - talking about 

Hughes and Hopkins and J. A. Baker, or the frontiers we perceived 

to exist within even familiar landscapes (hill-passes, watersheds, 

snow-lines; the move from chalk onto greenstone, or from 

boulder-clay onto breckland), and the transformations that might 

occur as you crossed them. 

To enter water is, of course, to cross a border. You pass the lake's 

edge, the sea's shore, the river's brink - and in so doing you arrive 

at a different realm, in which you are differently minded because 

differently bodied. To Roger, treelines and forest fringes also offered 

such frontiers. 'To enter a wood is to pass into a different world in 

which we ourselves are transformed,' he wrote; 'it is where you 

travel to find yourself, often, paradoxically, by getting lost.' 

For Roger was a woodsman as well as a wordsman and a 

water-man. 'The woods and the water as two poles in nature,' he 

scribbled in one of the dozens of Moleskine notebooks he filled and 

kept over the years: 'The one ancient, cryptic, full of wisdom. The 

other the vitality of water. The wood and the wet ... would be good 

for us to understand more thoroughly.' Roger dedicated his writing 

life to improving our understanding of the woods and the 

The Woods and the Water 

water - the volatilities of the latter, and the patient engrainings of 

the former. After the demands that followed the success of Waterlog

had ebbed, he began work on what was to become a life-absorbing 

and eventually unfinishable book about trees and wood. It was the 

natural next subject for him - an investigation of what Edward 

Thomas elected as the 'fifth element'. 

Trees grew through Roger's life. His mother's maiden name was 

Wood, the third of his father's three <;::hristian names �as Green

wood, and his great-grandfather ran a timber yard in Walsall. Roger 

worked for Friends of the Earth on campaigns to protect rainforests, 

and he co-founded the charity Common Ground, which among its 

many good offices championed old orchards and the pomological 

diversity of British apple culture. The house in which he lived was 

named for the big walnut that flourished alongside it, and that in 

autumn thunked its green fruit down onto the orange pantiles of the 

farm, and rattled the wrinkly tin of the barn roof. Walnut Tree Farm 

was surrounded by water and by trees: in hedges and copses, and as 

splendid singletons - walnut, mulberry, ash, willow. Roger planted 

wood, coppiced it, worked it, and he burnt it by the cord in the 

inglenook fireplace at the heart of the farm, which was itself 

timber-framed, its vast skeleton made of 323 beams of oak and sweet 

chestnut, some of them more than four centuries old, held and 

jointed together with pegs of ash. In total, around 300 trees were 

felled to make the house, and the result was a stru�ture that was 

organic to the point of animate. Truly, it was a tree-house, and in 

big winds it would creak and shift, riding the gusts so that being 

inside it felt like being in the belly of a whale, or in a forest in a 

gale. 'I am a woodlander,' Roger wrote, 'I have sap in my veins' -

and as such he was a waterlander too, for 'a tree is itself a river 

of sap'. 
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Roger once sent me a list of the apple varieties in the orchards of 

Girton College in Cambridge. He read them out when we next met, 

dozens of them, each a story in miniature, making together a poem 

of pomes: King of the Pippins, Laxton's Exquisite, American 

Mother, Dr Harvey, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Scarlet Pimpernel, North

ern Greening, Patricia and (my favourite) Norfolk Beefing. It was a 

celebration of diversity and language, and it represented, Roger said, 

only a fraction of the pomology recorded in the Herefordshire 

Pomona, the great chronicle of English apple varieties. 

In the years he spent researching Wildwood, Roger travelled to 

Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, the Pyrenees, Greece, Ukraine, Australia, 

North America and all over Britain and Ireland. He gathered a vast 

library of tree books, the pages of which he leaved with jotted-on 

Post-it notes. As it took root, the project also branched, digressing 

into studies of the hula-hoop craze, Roger's anarchist great-uncle, 

the architecture of pine cones, the history of cricket bats and 

Jaguar dashboards, hippy communes, road protestors, the uses of 

driftwood ... but returning always to individual trees and tree 

species. 

This specifying impulse distinguished Roger's approach. In Sep

tember 1990 he gave a World Wildlife Fund lecture on education, 

literature and children at the Royal Festival Hall, in which he spoke 

passionately about the virtues of precision. 'The central value of 

English in education has always been in its poetic approach,' he said, 

'through the particular, the personal, the microscopic observation of 

all that surrounds us.' It was attention to such particularity, he 

argued, that best permitted a Keatsian 'taking part in the existence 

of things', and 'the development of this ability to take part in the 

existence of things' was in turn 'th� common ground of English 

teaching and environmental education'. Roger ended the lecture 
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with an attack on generalism as an enemy of wonder because it 

suppressed uniqueness. He quoted a passage from his beloved 

D. H. Lawrence in support of his argument: 

The dandelion in full flower, a little sun bristling with sun-rays on 

the green earth, is a non-pareil, a nonsuch. Foolish, foolish, foolish 

to compare it to anything else on earth. It is itself incomparable and 

unique. 

Foolish, foolish, foolish Lawrence, though, for even as he celebrates 

th_e 'non-pareil' and bei;ates the comparative impulse, he cannot pre

vent himself figuring the dandelion as a 'little sun', so that it is itself 

and not-itself at once. But Lawrence, like Roger, would have 

defended the metaphor as an intensifier rather than a comparator - a 

means of evoking the dandelion-ness of that dandelion, instead of 

diffusing its singularity. Some of R_oger's most precise observations 

of natural events used figurative language to sharpen, rather than to 

blunt, their accuracy. When he writes that '[r]edstarts flew from tree 

to tree, taking the line a slack rope would take slung between them; 

economy in flight is what makes it graceful', it is the aptness of the 

'slack rope' that makes the observation itself graceful. Like Baker, 

he was unafraid of elaborate comparisons: the 'park-bench green' of 

a pheasant's neck; a hornet 'tubby, like a weekend footballer in a 

striped vest'. 

In the spring of 2006 I drove over to Walnut Tree Farm with my 

friend Leo and my son Tom, then only a few months old. Leo and I 

swam in the moat, and we noticed that Roger did not join us. The 
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water still h�d the chill of winter to it, and though the weed growth 

was low it twined around my neck and shoulders as I swam. Two 

lengths were as much as we could manage, and we came out buzzed. 

We hung our towels on the rails of the Aga, and Roger pressed 

our swimming trunks into waffie grills and dried them out over 

the hot plates, before returning them to us crispy, with the bow 

and mock flourish of a waiter serving valued customers. He 

cooked us a real meal of peppers and garlic. Roger wasn't hungry 

himself, so he held Tom while Leo and I ate, sitting at the scarred 

and dinted wooden table in the -kitchen. We talked, I remember, 

about Andy Goldsworthy and his sculptural work with drystone 

walls, that looped across hillsides and fields with such cursive ele

gance that they appeared a natural landform - as spontaneous in 

their rhythms as rivers. We talked, too, about Annie Dillard, and the 

years she had spent watching and walking the landscape of the Blue 

Mountains in Virginia, filling thousands of notebook pages, from 

which she had then distilled Pilgrim at Tinker Creek (1974), a book 

that both Roger and I held in awed esteem. Roger fetched his copy 

of Pilgrim, and read out Dillard's vision of a cedar tree struck by 

sunlight so strong that each cell seemed to hum with the charge of 

its illumination. And from there, of course we talked about Wild

wood, and how vigorously it had branched out as a subject, an 

organism. 

After lunch, as usual, we tramped the fields. Roger pointed out 

where he had recently seen a tawny owl, a barn owl, a muntjac deer. 

The blackthorn was just starting to flower: the first flakes of the ava

lanche. We wandered to the little triangle of trees in the far corner 

of the outermost meadow, bordered on one side by the railway line, 

where Roger had planted a sapling wood of hornbeam and beech, 

the trees of which were now twenty-five feet tall, and understoried 
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by blackthorn. 'Look at them now!', Roger said. 'High enough for 

you to climb!' 

Throughout the visit Roger seemed more distracted than usual, 

though, and more distant. The jokes did not flow from him as they 

usually did, the great smile came more rarely, and he was oddly less 

ready to connect subject to subject, word to word. Privately, I wor

ried that I had somehow upset him. I talked it over with Leo on the 

drive home, trying to work out where I'd mis-stepped, what I might 

have mishandled. I wrote to Roger that night, apologizing for phan

tom' faults. 

A few weeks later, Roger was diagnosed with an aggressive and 

incurable brain tumour. Its progress was bitterly swift. In early June, 

he called to ask if I would act as his literary executor. I said I would. It 
was a difficult conversation. His illness was seriously advanced. He 

was having trouble forming speech. I was having trouble not crying. 

He died soon afterwards. The coffin he lay in had a wreath of oak 

leaves on its lid. Just before it glided through the velvet curtains and 

into the cremating flames, Loudon Wainwright's 'The Swimming 

Song' was played,t full of hope and loss. It brought me to shuddering 

tears that day, and whenever it pops up now and then out of the thou

sand songs on my phone, it still stops me short like a punch to the chest. 

Roger rarely threw anything away. He was an admirer of old age, 

and he lived in the same place for nearly forty years - so whenever 

he ran out of space to store things, he just built another shed, raised 

another barn, or hauled an old railway wagon or shepherd's hut into 

a patch of field and began to fill that up with stuff too. In the strange 

months after his funeral, it became clear that the main question 
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facing me as his executor was what to do with all the language he 
had left behind: the hundreds of notebooks, letters, manuscripts, 
folders, box-files, cassettes, videotapes and journals in which he had 
so memorably recorded his life. 

Six months after Roger's death, Walnut Tree Farm passed into 
the ownership of two remarkable people, Titus and Jasmin Row
landson, friends of Roger and now friends of mine. They moved into 
the farm with their two young daughters and began - slowly, 
respectfully - to make it their home. As they moved from room to 
room and barn to barn, so they found more of Roger's papers, 
stashed in trunks and boxes, pushed under beds or shoved into sheds 
where the mice had made nests of his notes. They kept everything, 
storing it all in the attic room of a steep-eaved barn that Roger had 
raised in the early 1970s. 

Four years after Roger's death, I could no longer put off confront
ing his archive. I drove across to the farm on a warm early-summer 
day. Jasmin led me up one ladder to the first floor of the barn, then 
pointed up another that led through a flip-back trapdoor and into the 
narrow attic. 

'Up you go! Good luck. It 's going to take you a while . .  .' 
Dusty light fell from a gable window. The air was hot and musty. 

There was a single bed under the window, a clear aisle down the 
centre of the room leading to it, and otherwise the attic room was 
full, floor to slanted ceiling, of boxes and crates. Eighty? A hundred? 
I felt overwhelmed. How could this volume of documents ever be 
brought under control? I sat down on a box, took a notebook from 
the top of a crate and leafed through it. 'Angels are the people we 
care for and who care for us,' read the sentence at the top of one 
page, in Roger's spidery black handwriting. There followed a jotted 
thought-stream on angels, which moved out to the double 
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hammer-beam roof of the church in the fenland village of March -
where the wings of the 200 wooden angels in the roof are feathered 
like those of marsh harriers - and then back again to further reflec
tion on the nature of friendship. 

With Titus and Jasmin's generous help,- I began the process of 
working out what Roger had left behind. Digging through boxes; 
brushing away mouse droppings and spiders' webs; scanning letters 
from friends and collaborators; putting letters from lovers and fam
ily to one side unread. Each box I opened held treasure or puzzles: 
early poems; first drafts of Waterlog; a copy of the screenplay for My

Beautiful Laundrette sent to Roger by Hanif Kureishi; word-lists of 
place-language (tufa, bole, burr, ghyll); a folder entitled 'Drowning 
(Coroners)', which turned out not to be a record of coroners that 
Roger had drowned, but an account of his research into East Anglian 
deaths-by-water. It was hard not to get distracted, especially by his 
notebooks. Each was a small landscape through which it was possible 
to wander, and within which it was possible to get lost. One had a 
paragraph in which Roger imagined a possible structure for Wild

wood: he compar�d it to a cabinet of wonders, a chest in which each 
drawer was made of a different timber and contained different 
remarkable objects and stories. The notebooks, taken together, rep
resented an accidental epic poem of Roger's life, or perhaps a 
dendrological cross-section of his mind. In their range and random
ness, they reminded me that he was, as Les Murray once wrote, 'only 
interested in everything'. 

The last three boxes of Roger's archive were found in 2013, in the 
dusty corner of a dusty shed. Jasmin called to let me know that more 
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material had turned up; would I like to come and collect it? I drove 
over, had lunch, walked the fields with Titus and Jasmin and took 
the boxes home. That evening, kneeling on the floor of my study, I 
began to sort through the contents. There were files and notebooks 
from Roger's schooldays, A4 notepads with scribbles and jottings, a 
new clutch of letters and pamphlets from the early years of Common 
Ground, and then, with a jolt of shock, I found a blue foolscap folder 
with a white label on the front, on which Roger had written 'ROBERT 

MACFARLANE'. 

I paused. I tho�ght about throwing it away unopened. What if it 
held hurt for me? I opened it. It contained five letters. The letters 
weren't about me - they were from me, to Roger, all written in 2002-3, 

when I was first coming to know him. Two were handwritten, 
two were typed, and one was the printout of an email. I had no 
memory of any of them, and for that reason I encountered my own 
voice almost as a stranger's: 

Tuesday z z February 2003 

It was great to get your letter, Roger, and to be transported out of my 

bunker-office in Cambridge, to the walnut woods of Kyrgyr_stan. The 

word that really leaped out at me, oddly, from.your description, was 

'holloway' for the sunken lanes you saw. My wonderful editor is called 

Sara Holloway, and reading your letter, her name - which I haYe said 

often but neYer thought of as possessing an origin in the landscape -
suddenly became rich with association and image. I could infer a 

meaning for it from your description, but wanted to know more, so 

went to my Shorter Oxford Dictionary. It wasn't there, so I hauled 

out the complete OED, and discoyered, buried in the small print of 

the 'yariants' of meaning No. :J, the following: 'hollow-way, a way, 
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road or path, through a defile or cutting, also extended, as quot. in 

1882) '. That was all, but it was enough. I wonder where you picked 

the term up from? What a word it isl It made me think of the description 

of a holloway - though he does not call it such - in Gilbert White's

Natural History ?f Selborne. A Jrieniand I are fascinated by ways, 

paths, ancient roads, fey-lines, dumb/es, cuttings and - � now know -
by holloways. So: thank you for the gift of the word. 

Roger's gift of that word would set further ripples of influence 
ringing outwards. Two years later he and I would travel together to 
the 'holloways' of south Dorset, in search of the hideout of the hero 
of Geoffrey Household's cult 1939 novel, Rogue Male, who goes to 
ground in a sandstone-sided sunken lane in the Chideock Valley. 
Seven years after that I would return to Chideock with the artist Stan

· ley Donwood and the writer Dan Richards, with whom I subsequently
co-wrote a small hook called Holloway- though by then I had fully
forgotten the work's true origin in that letter from Roger to me about
the walnut woods of Kyrgyzstan and their deep-trodden lanes.

The other gift:41 received from Roger's trip to Central Asia was
an apple pip. He had trav�lled to the Talgar Valley in the mountains
of Kazakhstan in search of the ur-apple - the wild apple, Malus

sieYersus, that was thought to have evolved into the domestic apple,
Malus domesticus, and in that form found its way to Britain thanks to
the Romans. On the northern slopes of the Tien Shan massif, Roger
had filled three film canisters with wild-apple pips and damp cotton
wool, and carried them home to Suffolk. He planted the pips in pots
on his kitchen windowsill and there they had grown to seedlings. But
then Roger died and the seedlings almost died with him, as the
creepers on the outside of the farm grew untended over the kitchen
window and shut out the sun. Potbound and light-hungry, each
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seedling developed an obvious kink in its trunk from the months 
around Roger's death, where they had leaned desperately 
sun wards. 

Then Titus and Jasmin rescued them, re-potted them and gave 
them 11ght. The seedlings flourished into saplings. When spring 
came, Titus planted out ten of the ur-apples in a field just behind the 
barn where Roger's archive was kept, making an apple avenue. And 
Jasmin gave 01:e of the saplings to me. I planted it in the chalky clay 
of my suburban garden, and to my surprise it flourished there. 

It takes about twelve years for an apple tree to grow from pip to 
first fruiting. I write this in the spring of 2014, eleven years after 
Roger returned from Central Asia. My ur-apple flowers with white 
blossom, its leaves are a keen green, and it still has the sharp crook 
near the base of its trunk that remembers Roger's death. Next year, 
all being well, it will fruit for the first time. 

A life lived as variously as Roger's, and evoked in writing as power
ful as his, means that even after death his influence continues to flow 
outwards. Green Man-like, he appears in unexpected places, speak
ing in leaves. There is, of course, a tendency to hero-worship those 
who lived well and died too young, as Roger did. Laundry lists and 
emails become holy writ; hallowed places become sites of pilgrim
age; admiration is expressed through ritual re-performance; and 
idealism threatens to occlude the actual. I know that Roger was no 
pure Poseidon or Herne: that he flew often and without apparent 
pangs to his conscience, that he could at times talk too much and at 
times too little, and that he was unrepeatably rude to any Jehovah's 
Witnesses who made the long trudge down the track from Mellis 
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Common to the front door of Walnut Tree Farm. But his writing did 
show people how to live both eccentrically and responsibly, and by 
both dwelling well and travelling wisely, he resolved in some meas
ure the tension between what Edward Thomas called the desire to 
'go on and on over the earth' and the desire 'to settle for ever in one 
place '. Above all he embodied a spirit of childishness, in the best 
sense of the word: innocent of eye and at ease with wonder. 

Though Roger is gone, many of his readers still feel a need to 
express their admiration for him, and the connection they felt with 
his work and world view, and so they still write letters, as ifhe might 
somehow read them. As I am Roger's literary executor, and as our 
writings have become intertwined, many of these letters find their 
way to me. They come from all over the world, and from various 
kinds of people: a professional surfer from Australia, a Canadian 
academic, a woman from Exeter confined to her house due to mobil
ity problems, a young man re-swimming the route of Waterlog, lake 
by lake and river by river, in an attempt to recover from depression. 
Titus and Jasmin have to cope with the scores of Deakinites who 
come on pilgrimage to Mellis each year, wanting to see the farm and 
its fields. Most are polite. Some expect it all to have been kept as a 
shrine or museum, and are offended by the changes they perceive. 
Some, inspired by Roger's insouciant attitude towards trespass, wan
der the fields uninvited, or take unannounced dips in the moat. 

But all of the pilgrims, and all the letter writers, are under Roger's 
influence, and as I know that feeling well I do not begrudge them it. 
Among the letters I have received, one of the most heartfelt came 
from a Dutch-English reader, and this is how it began: 

I am Hansje, born and bred in the north Netherlands where I bathed 

from age one in lakes, rivers and cold-water outdoor pools. Here in 
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Warwickshire, where I have lived for some thirty-three years, I am 

among other things a swimmer, and if you ever wish to swim in the 

beautiful Avon, then do tell me and I will show you to the best and 

secret places. I have never experienced the profound sense of loss of 

someone I have never met as when I learnt that Roger had died. Many 

sentences in each of his books are as if engraved in me, find a resting 

place, a recognition, they are magnifying glass, lens and microscope to 

the natural world, a watery surface through which I look to see the 

earth clarified. 
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MoYing Water 

aber mouth of a river (into the sea), estuary; 
confluence of a lesser with a larger river Welsh 

abhainn substantial river, often running to the sea, with 
numerous tributaries Gaelic 

Jwell source of a stream Old English 

aghlish crook or sharp curve of a river (literally 
'armpit') Manx 

aker turbulent current East Anglia 

allt strong stream or burn, usually running into an 
abhainn Gaelic 

bala outflow of a river from a lake Welsh 

bathshruth calm stream, smoothly flowing stream Irish 

bay slow water above a weir Cumbria 

ber:k stream northern England 

berw of water: boiling, foaming Welsh 

beuc-shruth roaring stream; cataract Gaelic 

beum-sleibhe sudden torrent caused by the bursting of a 
thundercloud Gaelic 

blaen of a river: source, headwater Welsh 

borbhan purling or murmur of a stream Gaelic 

brook small stream English 

burn, burnie small stream northern England, Scots 



burraghlas torrent of brutal rage Gaelic 

caa'l mill dam; place in a stream where salmon jump 
North Sea coast 

calbh gushing of water or blood Gaelic_ 

caol stream flowing through a marsh Irish

cartage violent stream of water that runs through a 
town and carries away the off-scourings Manx

catchment area from wpich precipitation and groundwater 
will collect and contribute to the flow of a 
specific river ecological

cenllif torrent, swift-flowing stream Welsh

comb feature of a stream where water pours over a 
rock such that it stands upwards in glossy 
ridges, separated by grooves (Gerard Manley 
Hopkins) poetic 

cora weir or ford that might be used as a crossing 
place; also a rocky ridge extending into a sea or 
lake Irish

cos-shruth stream running partly underground or forming 
hollows in its course Gaelic

crion-allt small stream often dried up by the sun's heat in 
summer Gaelic

currel small stream East Anglia

cymer confluence of two or more rivers or streams Welsh 

drindle diminutive run of water, smaller than a currel 

East Anglia 
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eagmin mall slow meander or winding of a river Gaelic

easaraich boiling of a pool where a cascade falls 
Gaelic 

faoi noisy stream Gaelic

jfrwd swift-flowing stream, gushing rill Welsh

force powerful waterfall northern England

gairneag noisy little stream Gaelic

ghyll, gill deep rocky cleft or ravine, usually wooded 
and forming the course of a stream northern

England 

glaise rivulet, stream Irish

gore muddy obstruction in a watercourse Essex

grain point where a stream branches Yorkshire

gull to sweep away by force of running water 
East Anglia 

gulsh to tear up with violence, as a stream when 
swollen with floods Northamptonshire

iomashruth eddying current Gaelic 

keld deep, still, smooth part of a river northern

England 

lade watercourse to or from a mill Galloway 

land-shut flood Herefordshire

lane slow stream Galloway

latch occasional watercourse Cumbria
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tum slack water at the bend of, or a pool in, a 
stream Cumbria

marbh-shruth that part of a river or stream the current of 
which is scarcely perceptible Gaelic

mill-race, mill-tail stream of water as it runs out from under the 
waterwheel English

nailbourne intermittent stream Kent

nant stream; stream-cut gorge, usually rocky Welsh

os inlet or outl�t of a loch Gaelic

pill creek capable of holding small barges 
Herefordshire 

pistyll, rhaeadr waterfall, water-spout Welsh

potamic of or relating to rivers; riverine ecological

pow naturally sluggish, slow-moving stream, 
generally with a muddy bottom Cumbria

reach level, uninterrupted stretch of water on a river 
English 

riag-allt fast-flowing, noisy stream Gaelic

rtn stream Shetland

ruadh-bhuinne torrent embrowned by peat Gaelic

seabhainn very small river Gaelic

sgoinn small pool in the rocky bed of a stream in 
which salmon get imprisoned and caught when 
the tide is low Gaelic 

sgor-shruth rocky stream Gaelic 
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sill of a weir: the glassy curve where the water tips 
over the level English

speat sudden flood (spate) in a river following rain, 
snow or thaw Cumbria

spout waterfall, smaller than a force northern England

stripe small stream, burn Shetland

taghairm noise; echo; type of divination by listening to 
the noise of waterfalls Gaelic

threeple, tripple gentle sound made by a quick-flowing stream 
(incessant chattering, monotony and repetition 
being implied) Cumbria

tolg to sputter, vomit, as a mountain torrent Gaelic

turn-who/ deep, seething pool where two streams meet 
Cumbria 

t7JJire movement of slow and shallow river water 
Exmoor 

uidh stream with a slow but strong current running 
between two freshwater lochs Gaelic

vaedik channel, small stream Shetland

whelm half a hollow tree, placed with its hollow 
side downwards, to form a small watercourse 
East Anglia 

winterbourne intermittent or ephemeral stream, dry in the 
summer and running in winter, usually found 
in chalk and limestone regions Berkshire, Dorset,

Wiltshire 
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wirli place where a dyke crosses a burn Shetland lochan small lake Gaelic

ystum of a river: a bend, curve, meander Welsh lodan little pool; water in one's shoe Gaelic

loom slow and silent movement of water in a deep 

Pools, Ponds and Lakes 
pool Cumbria 

tough lake Irish

blatter puddle Yorkshire mardle small pond convenient for watering cattle; also 

botunn deep pool Gaelic to gossip, to waste time gossiping Suffolk 

cesspools water that gathers on the 'cess' , or land mere marsh; pool (used of Grendel's abode in 

between a river and its bank, when the river is Beowulf) Old English 

low Fenland pell hole of water, generally very deep, beneath an 

flosh stagnant pool overgrown with reeds Lancashire abrupt waterfall Sussex 

fuaran spring, pool or fountain Irish plash small pool Cotswolds

glumag deep pool in a river Gaelic pudge little puddle Northamptonshire

grimmer large, shallow, '."eed-infested pond East Anglia puil pool or small marsh Scots

hassock large pond Kent pulk 
• 

small dirty pool Essex

lacustrine of or pertaining to a lake or lakes; lake-like stank pool caused by a dam or a stream; also the dam 

geographical itself Cotswolds 

leech pond or pool of water lying in the hollow of a staran causeway of stones built out into a loch in 

road Lancashire order to fetch water Gaelic 

lidden pond west Cornwall swidge puddle Suffolk

linne pool in a river, deeper than a glumag Gaelic tarn mountain poo_l or small upland lake northern

llyn lake Welsh 
England 

wake piece of open water in the midst of a frozen 
loch lake Gaelic river or broad East Anglia 
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Rain and Storm 

after-drop raindrop which falls after a cloud has passed 
(first cited in Sir Philip Sidney's 
Arcadia, c. 1580) poetic 

bachram very heavy rain (literally 'boisterous 
behaviour') Irish 

bange light rain East Anglia 

ba.rhy of a day:.wet Northamptoni;hire 

basking drenching in a h(rnvy shower East Anglia 

bla.rhy of a day: wet north-east England 

blatter to rain heavily, noisily; also to beat, thrash 
Galloway 

bleach of rain and snow: to lash, blow in your face 
North Sea coast 

bleeterie showery Scots 

blirt short dash of rain coming with a gust of wind 
Scots 

boinneartaich isolated drops of rain Gaelic 

brai.r sudden heavy shower of rain Irish 

braon heavy shower at the beginning of summer, 
favourable to the growth of plants and crops 
Gaelic 

brenner sudden sharp gust of wind and rain on the 
water Suffolk 
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bri.rhum, bri.rkeno rain Anglo-Romani 

chucking, henting, raining hard English, Scots, with countless 

hooning, hos.ring, regional var(ants 
hoying, kelching, 
lashing, pis.ring, 
wazzing it down 

cith, cith-ui.rge shower of warm, drizzling rain Gaelic 

ciuran drizzling rain Gaelic 

clagarnach clatter; noise of heavy rain on an iron roof Irish 

dabbledy of a day: showery Herefordshire 

Jag to spit with rain North Sea coast 

dibble to rain slowly in drops Shropshire 

dimp.rey low cloud with fine drizzle Cornwall, Devon 

dinge drizzle or rain mistily East Anglia 

down-come, fall of rain Yorkshire 

down-Ja-J 

dravely of a day: showery Suffolk 

dreich dull, overcast, m!sty, cold Scots 

dribs rain which falls in drops from the eaves of 
thatched houses Leicestershire, Northamptonshire 

dringey light rain that still manages to get you soaking 
wet Lincolnshire 

drizzle fine precipitation with droplets less than 0.5mm 
in diameter meteorological 
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drochy warm, moist, misty Galloway 

drookit soaked, drowned Doric 

dropple to rain in large drops Northamptonshire 

flist sudden squall with heavy rain Scots 

frisk gentle rain Exmoor

gagey showery weather, unsettled and changeable 
south-east England 

garbh-fhras boisterous shower Gaelic 
; 

gleamy showers and fitful sunshine Essex 

glibheid mixture of rain, sleet and hail Gaelic 

glut long stretch of wet weather Northamptonshire 

gulching downpour of rain Essex 

haitch slight passing shower Sussex 

heavy rain rainfall with a precipitation rate of 
between 4 and 16mm per hour 
meteorological 

humidity very gentle rain Northern Ireland 

hurly-burly thunder and lightning England 

juggin raining steadily, not as bad as 
kelching Lincolnshire 

land-lash high winds and heavy rain E�glish 

lattin, letty enough rain to make outdoor work difficult (as 
in 'let and hindrance') Shropshire and Somerset 
respectively 

leasty of weather: dull, wet Suffolk 

light rain rainfall with a precipitation rate of between 
0.25 and 1mm per hour meteorological 

lummin raining heavily Galloway 

mi-chailear even more dreich than dreich Gaelic 

mis/a, mis/a-in rain, raining Shelta (Irish traveller dialect) 

mizzling raining lightly and finely north-west England 

moderate rain rainfall with a precipitation rate of between 
1 and 4mm per hour meteorological 

owdrey overcast, cloudy Exmoor 

pash heavy fall of rain or snow northern England 

payling wind-driven shower Northamptonshire 

perry wet squall Lincolnshire 

planets extremely localized rain, falling on one field 
but not another, is said to fall in planets 
Northamptonshire 

plothering raining heavily Leicestershire 

plype heavy sudden shower Scots 

posh strong shower Shropshire 

ratn precipitation with droplets of 0.5mm or more 
meteorological 



scoor shower of rain Scotland 

scud light, quickly passing shower Herefordshire 

seretn fine rain falling from an apparently cloudless 
sky meteorological 

shatter scattering or sprinkling of rain Kent 

shuggi drizzly Shetland 

skat brief shower Northamptonshire 

skew driving b'ut short-lived rain Cornwall 

skiff light shower Northern Ireland 

slappy rainy West Yorkshire 

slottery of weather: foul, rainy Exmoor 

smtrr extremely fine, misty rain, close to smoke 
in appearance when seen from a distance 
Scots 

smither light rain East Anglia 

soft of weather: overcast, lightly misty or drizzly 
Hiberno-English 

teem to rain Northumberland 

thunder-lump rain-cloud hanging over a place Shetland 

thunner-pash heavy shower, with thunder Durham

upcasting uprising of clouds above the horizon, 
threatening rain North Sea coast 

very heavy rain rainfall with a precipitation rate of between 
16 and 50mm per hour meteorological 
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very light rain rainfall with a precipitation rate of less than 
0.25mm per hour meteorological 

virga observable streak or shaft of precipitation 
that falls from a cloud but evaporates before 
reaching the ground meteorological 

water-dogs, small floating clouds separated from 
messengers larger masses, which signal rain Norfolk, 

Northamptonshire 

watery-headed anxious about rain Essex 

weet to rain slightly Cheshire

wetchered wet through after being caught out in the rain 
Lincolnshire 

williwaw sudden violent squall nautical 

Riverbed� Riverbank 

I 

aa ford, shallow place in a river Manx 

£-stan stone taken from a river Old English 

alluvial fan fan-shaped deposit of sediment left by a 
fast-flowing river or stream that has lost 
velocity due to a change· in gradient or profile 
geographical 

ath ford Irish 

beul-atha ford, shallow part of a river Gaelic

bior-shruth old bed of a river's former course Gaelic
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bodha bank jutting out b<;low the water level, good 
for fishing from Gaelic 

brink-ware small bundles of wood, generally whitethorn, 
used to repair the banks of a river East Anglia 

bun of a river: bottom or bed Irish 

car.re level land by river Galloway 

ceulan riverbank, river brink, especially one that has 
been hollowed by the current Welsh 

draw-ground stretch of riverbank on which a draw-net was 
pulled and the fish removed Suffolk 

dubhagan deep part of a pool; also the pupil of the eye 
Gaelic 

faodhail narrow channel fordable at low water Gaelic 

fteiter prop or pile used to support the bank of a 
brook or bridge damaged by flood 
Northamptonshire 

foolen space between the usual high-water mark in 
a river and the foot of the wall thrown up on 
its banks to prevent occasional overflowing 
Suffolk 

gajfle of ducks: to feed together in the mud 
Northamptonshire 

laid of a river or stream: frozen to the bottom 
East Anglia 

plumb deep hole in the bed of a river Scots 

redd, rud hollow or nest made in the gravel of the 
riverbed by fish prior to spawning English 
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soss navigable sluice or lock Fenland 

srath level ground beside a river <iaelic 

stickle river rapid south-west England 

thalweg deepest part of the bed or channel of a river or 
lake geographical 

trabhach rubbish of any kind cast ashore by the flood on 
the bank of a river, or on the seashore Gaelic 

watering road or path liable to flooding Essex 

wath ford in a river, place through which one can 
wade Cumbria 

Springs and Wells 

eylebourne intermittent spring that overflows, usually at 
the end of the winter rains Kent 

fenten well Cornish 

gofer overflow of a well Welsh 

peath sunken well Cornish 

pulk-hole small open ditch or well Suffolk 

rock-spring perennial spring, the channels of which are in 
the fissures of rocks Northamptonshire 

shute well Cornwall 

stone-water petrifying spring (found in limestone 
landscapes) Northamptonshire 
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upboil water springing in the bottom of a well or 
drain, and powerful enough to cause the 
appearance of boiling on the surface Cumbria 

willis rill from a spring Exmoor 

wilm of water: a fount or stream that surges Old 

English 

Swimmitig and Splashing 

bumbel to flounder around in water Shetland 

dook to swim in open water Scots 

endolphins swimmers' slang for the natural opiates 
('endorphins') released by the body on contact 
with cold water (Roger Deakin) poetic 

glumadh big mouthful of liquid Gaelic 

jabblin, jappin, playing around with water as children do 
jiddlin, jirblin, Galloway 

jirglin 

plab soft noise, as of a body falling into the water 
Gaelic 

plumadaich making a noise in the water Gaelic 

puddle to play messily with or in water Galloway 

skiddle to throw flat stones so that they skim on the 
surface of water Galloway 
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skite to splash, usually with muddy water Northern 

Ireland 

squashle to squelch, make a splashing noise Kent 

Wd!ter-egesa water-terror Old English 

Water's Surface 

acker ripple on the surface of the water North Sea 

coast 

beggar's-balm froth collected by running streams in ditches, 
or in puddles by the roadside Northamptonshire 

caitein first slight ruffiing of the water after a calm 
Gaelic 

cockle ripple on the water caused by the wind Exmoor 

cuairt-shruth stream abounding in whirlpools or eddies 
Gaelic 

cuilbhean cup-shaped whirl in a stream or eddy Gaelic 

eynd water-smoke East Anglia 

giel ripple on the surface of the water Shetland 

Jabbie agitated movement of water; a splashing or 
dashing in small waves or ripples; where 
currents meet, the surface of the water may 
be jabbly Scots 

lhingey-cassee whirlpool Manx 

luddan-mea oily slick on water Manx 
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raith weeds, sticks, straw and other rubbish in a pool 
or in running water Herefordshire 

sgum patch of white foam on an eddying river Gaelic 

shirr ruffie or ripple on water; also a gather in the 
texture of a fabric Cumbria 

skim-ice wafer-thin ice that forms especially on the 

surface of puddles and pools meteorological 

smother foam on the edge of a river when it is in flood 
Cumbria 

swelk whirlpool, especially the eddies and swirls of 
the Pentland Firth Scots 

twindle of stream-foam: to divide into two rows or 
braids (Gerard Manley Hopkins) poetic 

Wetlands 

allan piece ofland nearly surrounded by water 
Cumbria 

amod green plain almost encircled by the bend of a 
river Gaelic 

crann6g prehistoric lake dwelling Irish 

doirling islet to which one can wade at low water Gaelic 

eyot small island, especially in a river English 

feorainn grassy area of riverside or shore Irish 

haft island in a pool Midlands 

hath nook; spur of land between two rivers (place
name element) Old English 

holm river island; land formerly covered with water 
Fenland 

peninsula piece of land that is almost, but not wholly, 
surrounded by water geographical 

w,eter-f,esten place protected by water Old English 

warth flat meadow close to a stream Gloucestershire, 

Herefordshire 

ynys island; raised area in wet ground Welsh 



'This joyous meditation on land and language is a love letter to the 
British Isles' Observer 

'Lyrical, charged with a monumental strength. Surely no one since 
the young Ted Hughes has written about British landscape and 

wildlife with such fierce enthusiasm. Few writers today 
have such power to make you look afresh at the familiar ... making 

a British countryside come alive as the most exotic 
place on earth' Daily Express 

'Astonishing and revelatory. Please read Landmarks, encounter its 
wonderful words, let them open your mind ... start looking at the 

world in the dazzlingly receptive way they have 
taught you' Adam Nicolson, Spectator 

'As teeming and complex as an ecosystem, rawly moving, 
enormously pleasurable, historically important and imaginatively 

compelling, elegant and scholarly' 
Melissa Harrison, Financial Times 

'Passionate and magical ... a deep scholarship of the countryside 
with an adventurous approach, all rendered in immaculate, 

delicious prose. Macfarlane offers an enriched nature. A kind of 
manual of how people in love with place and language are created by 

landscape' Horatio Clare, Daily Telegraph 
t 

'Extraordinary, remarkable, truly brilliant. A field guide to the ways 
we can speak and write about the land' Big Issue 

'So important, enriching. Ought to be read by policymakers, 
educators, armchair environmentalists and active conservationists the 

world over' John Burnside, Guardian 




